
 
 
 

RUDE GAMES  

BATTLE OF THE BATCHES  

Problem setters: Ritika Mulagalapalli, Nihar Gargava, Anushka Jha (PS-Blame Nihar for the language).  

 

Write the names, you losers. I bet you parents had terrible names to give for you.  

TEAM NAME: ______________________________  

1st loser : ______________________________  

2nd loser: ______________________________ 3rd loser: 

______________________________  

  

BEHEADED WORDS   

The following sentences have two blanks each. The pair of blanks are to be filled with a pair of 
words such that one comes out of “beheading” the other.  

Eg:The tribesman tattooed his skin to prove himself part of the kin (Here 

“kin” is a word that is formed by removing the first letter of “skin”)  

Each correct blank gets 4 points. Incorrect answers will be made fun of.  

PS - Yo mama so dumb she got hit by a cup and told the police she got mugged.  

1. She wants to _______ eating the delicious ______  
2. He climbed up the ________ upon seeing the slithering ________  
3. Rajnikant put on his _______ as he decided to go up against _____, king of the 

underworld.  
4. She spent hours on her ________ , but they got ruined because of the ______ in the 

tempo ride.  
5. He _____ the Cherry ___ so well that he's now the champion of this sport.  
6. Kneehar broke his ______ while doing a double backflip for the girl he used to ____ for.  
7. The drug addict got bored of his usual ways of getting ____, so he decided to shoot a 

syringe into his ______  



8. While playing, he lost because he couldn't keep a straight ________ when the next card 
revealed was an ______  

  

WORD LADDER   

The following are word ladders. Each ladder is composed of a series of words leading from one 
word to the other by changing one letter at a time and each word in the sequence is a valid one.  
Marks for each is given by the formula attached to each question. N stands for number of steps.  

The tilted line stands for division, by the way.  

Eg: CATS-MICE  

CATS MATS MATE MITE MICE  

(here N=3)  

1. CAT-DOG 20/N  

  

  

  

2. COLD-WARM 30/N  

  

  

  

3. PONY-COLT 30/N 
  

  

  

  

4. FROG-TOAD 60/N  

  

  

  

  

5. LION-LAMB 50/N  

  

  



  

  

6. TEARS-SMILE 60/N  
  

  
WORD PYRAMID  

1 mark per letter. 20 on completing the entire pyramid. 1 extra bonus point for crying like a 
chicken.  

(PS-  Yo mom is so dumb she thought chicken strips was a strip club for chickens)  
_    pisum sativum  

_ _  tinky winky, dipsy, laa-laa and ____(blame Anushka)  

_ _ _   an implement used for wiping floors  

_ _ _ _   to move around aimlessly  

_ _ _ _ _   usually follows a rhyme scheme  

_ _ _ _ _ _  Yay! Treat! We need to get these.  

_ _ _ _ _ _ _   When he walks, the entire house shakes. He's such a _______  

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  Polyjuice potion can help you become one.  

_ _ _ _ _ _ _   word, bond, covenant, vow  

_ _ _ _ _ _  molecules with same chemical formula and different structure 

_ _ _ _ _  A thorny girl's name  

_ _ _ _  Minerals  

_ _ _  A unit of weight in India  

_ _  Umm  

_  Looks like a snake  

_ _  Spanish affirmation   

_ _ _  82.5° E longitude, in Allahabad  

_ _ _ _  Make it dissolve  

_ _ _ _ _  Made out of eight small bones called Carpals  

_ _ _ _ _ _  Idiots  

_ _ _ _ _  Remove clothes  

_ _ _ _  Aids mastication   

_ _ _  "‘____ but a scratch,’ she murmured"  

_ _  be  

_  It's because I think  

  



  

  

  
NOT-REALLY-COMPOUND WORDS  

These sentences to be filled with a word split in two (whose meaning is written in the brackets).  

Eg. They got into a plain tiff about who was the better pokemaster. (person who brings an action 
in court)  

(Here “plain” and “tiff” come out of “plaintiff” whose meaning is specified.)  

Your lack of ability must have insulted you enough already. I don’t want to further embarrass you 
with more insults. Just know that each blank is for 4 marks.  
  
JK. I bet you bought a ladder to go to high school.  

1. She had such a _____ voice. Everybody turned silent when she started to 
______.(purifying)  

2. The institute started a _____ therapy program. The enraged church started a 
______against it.(widely)  

3. The Indian ______ code forbids ______ between people of the same sex.(related to 
football)  

4. The Mughals hid outside the ______ the entire ______ in order to find the perfect time to 
attack the empire.(a period of time)  

5. The _____ could no longer contain the river water. It had gotten weak with _______. 
(disfigure) (damage)  

6. The _____ bleated  loudly and painfully as it slowly ______ to death in the middle of the 
dark forest.(babbled)  

7. The ship in the ______ shone brightly in the sun's _______.(sketches)  
8. Jamie emptied the ____ of juice into the bowl as his assistant _____ the pears.(truthful)  
9. The disciple wrote with his _____ as the Sanskrit teacher dictated the Mahabharata in a 

______. (strong liking)  
10. "I'll give you _____ days to get me the cash", cackled the merciless ______.(collagen 

tissue)  
  

WORD GRAPHS   
Using the following words, connect them with a graph such that connected words form a 
compound words in some order. Each correct connected accounts for 1 mark. Connections are the 
lines you draw to connect words.  
I understand that it wasn’t your decision that you’re so incompetent at things. Take a deep breath 
and move on to the next question if you can’t get this. Cry later.  
Eg: BOILER, POT, HOLE, BELLY, BUTTON  



  

1) BACK, COME, OUT, FLIP, CAST, SIDE, BURN,THROW  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

2) BOMB, READ, FURNACE, CROW, BLAST, SHELL, PROOF, SHOCK, SEA, SCARE  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

3) GINGER, BOARD, HASH, BEE, MAN, ALE, BREAD, LINE, CRUMB, BROWN, TAG  

  

  

  

  

  

 4)HEAD, GRAND, SHIP, MOTHER, BOARD, BACK, MASTER, BONE, WRECK, BLACK, DROP  



 
CIPHERS  
The following are substitution ciphers. If you don’t know what substitution ciphers are then you 
don’t really deserve any marks for this. It’s not like you could get these, anyway. They are 10 
marks each. That’s 40 marks you will not get to see.  

  
1.) AVRP YRXBVYRXWTWRDU TZYYMDWTRXV XBSZMFB UWDV NRDFMRFV  

  
  
  
  
  

2.) UQU SCF MNOE OKCFD DMN GFS PMCJN LNTD JQUN POJ IFD CTT? MN QJ OLL EQGMD 
ZCP!  

  

  

3.) HZU CR RCJ TVMTCP DV RBFBG? KBOTARB RBFBG TIB GCGB!  
  
  
  
  

4.) CG ZCXZ ROZDDW C MBOTWW ZTFCGX T KBTAICVAW KAI PCVVCOAWI QTIZ IBTOZBM. RZB 
HTR BTRU DG IZB BUBR TGP ZTMP DG IZB SASCWR!  

  
  
  
  
  
CRYPTICS  
  
Cryptics were popularized in the UK. They have caught on to be a good insult-flinging tool for 
people who think they know words.  
These ones are easy. You’re allowed to phone your primary school teacher if you can’t get these.  
Each correct answer lets you get away with 4 marks and some dignity that you don’t deserve.  

1.) Deliberately tampered with a mad dog's beat. (8)  
2.) Masculine divisor of delinquent(10)  
3.) Announce deal, eat and cancel(6)  
4.) Mom goes after 1000 of nan(11)  
5.) Seaborne sailor seen about ad for flavouring sauce(8)  

WORD QUIZ  

Guess the answers of the questions. It’s better if your guess is correct. Being lucky gives you the 
marks allotted in the brackets. It is good to see you handle pessimism so well.  

1. Despite similarity [noted by Johnson] to Latin legal phrase non compos mentis "insane, 
mentally incompetent" , the connection is denied by etymologists because the earliest 



forms lack the second -n-. Weekley thinks first element may be a proper name, and cites 
Nicodemus, which he says was used in French for "a fool," or Nicholas. Klein says probably  
an invented word.  
Which word? (5)  

________________  

2. Word means "electrotype, stereotype," and comes from a French technical word in 
printer's jargon for "stereotype block,"supposedly echoic of the sound of a mold striking 
molten metal. Figurative extension to "trite phrase, worn-out expression" is first attested 
1888.  
Which word? (6)  

________________  

3. Word comes from Capuchin in reference to the beverage's color and its supposed 
resemblance to that of the brown hoods of the Friars Minor Capuchins  
Which word? (4)  

________________  

4. From Old French hasard, hasart, "game of chance played with dice," possibly from Spanish 
azar "an unfortunate card or throw at dice," which is said to be from Arabic az-zahr (for 
al-zahr) "the die." But this is doubtful because of the absence of zahr in classical Arabic 
dictionaries. Klein suggests Arabic yasara "he played at dice;" Arabic -s- regularly becomes 
Spanish -z-. The -d was added in French in confusion with the native suffix -ard. Sense 
evolved in French to "chances in gambling," then "chances in life." In English, sense of 
"chance of loss or harm, risk" first recorded 1540s.  

Which word? (4)  

________________  

5. “The complex houses married and single soldiers and their families.”  

Explain what the above sentence means, provided that it is grammatically correct and  
complete. (20)  

  

  

6. “The old man the boats.”  

 Explain what the above sentence means, provided that it is grammatically correct and  

complete. (8)  

  

________________________________________________________________________________  

We thank you for spending your worthless minds for pondering over our elite questions. We 
may understand that you may have something to say back to us. Fill us in with suggestions and 
feedback below.  

  


